Securities Litigation Update: First Circuit Endorses Broad View of Extraterritorial Reach of the Federal Securities Laws, Cementing Split with the Second Circuit on the Meaning of a “Domestic” Transaction
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On May 10, 2021, in SEC v. Morrone,¹ a panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit held that the federal securities laws apply to securities transactions as long as “irrevocable liability”—the point at which parties become legally bound to carry out the transaction—occurs in the United States. The Court thus joined the Ninth Circuit in rejecting the Second Circuit’s more defendant-friendly approach to extraterritoriality, under which a defendant may avoid liability by showing that the claims “are so predominantly foreign as to be impermissibly extraterritorial.”² Until the Supreme Court resolves this circuit split, plaintiffs asserting securities claims involving foreign transactions likely will steer clear of the Second Circuit, opting for circuits that have rejected such fact-intensive defenses.

Background

This case involved BioDefense Corporation, a company formed after the infamous anthrax attacks of the early 2000s to develop and sell a machine to clean and decontaminate mail. In 2008, a consultant (who had previously been convicted of conspiracy to commit securities fraud) introduced BioDefense to Agile Consulting, a consulting firm that operated call centers out of Europe. Agile touted its ability to raise money from foreign investors while charging a 75% fee on any funds actually raised. Despite the exorbitant fee, BioDefense retained Agile to solicit investors using documents provided by BioDefense senior officers that did not disclose the fee. Upon identifying interested investors, Agile would send their contact information to senior BioDefense officers located in Boston, Massachusetts, who in turn would handle finalizing investor subscription agreements and issuing BioDefense stock certificates. Between August 2008 and February 2009, BioDefense raised $3.3 million, while paying Agile $2.5 million.

In 2012, the SEC sued BioDefense and its senior officers in the District of Massachusetts, asserting various claims under the federal securities laws, including securities fraud under Section 17(a) of the
Securities Act of 1933, Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, and Rule 10b-5 thereunder. On September 6, 2019, the district court granted summary judgment in favor of the SEC on certain of its claims. In so doing, the district court rejected the defendants’ argument that the securities laws did not apply to their activities targeting foreign investors, finding that the transactions qualified as “domestic” under the Supreme Court’s 2010 decision in *Morrison v. National Australia Bank Ltd.* because BioDefense “incurred irrevocable liability within the United States.” The defendants appealed to the First Circuit.

**The First Circuit’s Decision**

A panel of the First Circuit affirmed, holding that the district court correctly applied the federal securities laws to defendants’ conduct targeting international investors. The Court explained that, under *Morrison*, the federal securities laws apply to only two types of transactions: (1) “transactions in securities listed on domestic exchanges” and (2) “domestic transactions in other securities.” The Court further held that a transaction qualifies as “domestic” if “irrevocable liability”—*i.e.* when a purchaser becomes bound “to take and pay for a security” or a seller “to deliver a security”—occurs in the United States. The Court found the test satisfied because BioDefense officers executed and finalized the subscription agreements in Boston and then issued shares from Boston to the foreign investors.

In arguing that *Morrison* required a contrary ruling, the defendants invoked the Second Circuit’s 2014 decision in *Parkcentral Global Hub Ltd. v. Porsche Automobile Holdings SE*. There, the Second Circuit held that irrevocable liability in the United States is “not alone sufficient to state a properly domestic claim under the statute.” Rather, even where irrevocable liability occurs in the United States, the securities laws do not apply where “the claims . . . are so predominantly foreign as to be impermissibly extraterritorial.” According to defendants, the transactions here fell within the *Parkcentral* carve-out because they were “foreign transactions involving foreign investors solicited by foreign brokerage firms.” The Court, however, rejected the argument, explaining that *Parkcentral* is “inconsistent with *Morrison*” because, in *Morrison*, the Supreme Court “explicitly said that, if a transaction is domestic, § 10(b) applies.” Thus, once a “domestic” securities transaction is identified (in other words, because irrevocable liability occurs in the United States), the securities laws apply; “no further inquiry is required.” In the alternative, the Court explained that, even if the *Parkcentral* test were valid, the defendants’ U.S. presence and activity defeated any notion that the transactions were “so predominantly foreign as to be impermissibly extraterritorial.”

**Implications**

The First Circuit’s decision further entrenches a split among the circuits as to the scope of *Morrison’s* “domestic transaction” test. The First Circuit joins the Ninth Circuit in holding that “irrevocable liability” in the United States is all that is needed for the federal securities laws to apply to foreign transactions. In the Second Circuit, by contrast, defendants may attempt to avoid application of the federal securities laws by adducing evidence that the claims are nonetheless “predominantly foreign” in nature—*e.g.*, because of the location of the parties, participants, or conduct at issue. The Second Circuit and district courts within it have continued to adhere to this more defense-friendly view of a “domestic” transaction, despite the Ninth Circuit’s sharp criticism of *Parkcentral* in its 2018 decision in *Stoyas v. Toshiba Corp.* In *Stoyas*, the Ninth Circuit derided the *Parkcentral* test as an “open-ended, under-defined multi-factor test . . . akin to the vague and unpredictable tests that *Morrison* criticized and endeavored to replace with a ‘clear,’ administrable rule.” Notably, the Supreme Court denied certiorari in *Stoyas* in 2019, leaving the law unsettled and setting the stage for *Morrone*.16
Although the First Circuit and Ninth Circuit now outnumber the Second Circuit in advocating for a singular “irrevocable liability” test for extraterritoriality, they do not necessarily have the better of the argument. Both Circuits contend that the fact-based test of Parkcentral runs contrary to Morrison because “[t]he [Supreme] Court explicitly said that, if a transaction is domestic, § 10(b) applies.” But the reasoning, in circular fashion, assumes its own conclusion: that “domestic” means only that irrevocable liability occurs in the United States. Why should “domestic” not also exclude transactions that are overwhelmingly foreign in other respects, including, as in Parkcentral, where the transactions relate to securities of a foreign corporation, the securities are traded on foreign exchanges, the defendants are a foreign corporation and its executives, and the alleged fraudulent statements are made primarily on foreign soil?

Morrone involved a lawsuit brought by the SEC, but the First Circuit’s holding will apply mainly to private securities claims moving forward. As the Court noted, after the Supreme Court decided Morrison in 2010, Congress amended the securities laws through the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act to, with respect to SEC and DOJ actions, “apply extraterritorially when the [newly-added] statutory conduct-and-effects test is satisfied.” This test is broad, considering an “admixture” of “(1) whether the wrongful conduct occurred in the United States, and (2) whether the wrongful conduct had a substantial effect in the United States or upon United States citizens.” Importantly, however, the amendments only apply to actions commenced “by the [SEC] or the United States”; they do not apply to private causes of action brought under Section 10(b). Therefore, while the SEC and DOJ may take advantage of the conduct-and-effects test in future enforcement proceedings, private litigants remain bound by the strictures of Morrison. Until the Supreme Court weighs in on the Parkcentral-Stoyas/Morrone split, it is likely that private plaintiffs asserting claims with a foreign nexus will do their best to bypass the Second Circuit and file suit in more hospitable forums, such as the First and Ninth Circuits. The prospect of forum shopping is all the more reason for the Supreme Court to take up the question at the next opportunity.
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